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The latest addition to the SID–
Wiley Series in Display Technology 
books is Interactive Displays, 
a volume edited by Achintya
Bhowmik from Intel.  Interactive
Displays is of particular interest 
because it expounds on topics rarely 
dealt with in display literature.

It opens with an overview of
the basic principles of vision and
the history of human–computer
interaction paradigms.  The heart
of the book deals with touch
interaction, voice interaction,
various technologies for the
three-dimensional sensing of the
proximity of a flat-panel display,
gaze interaction, and multimodal

paradigms for interaction and biometrics.  The volume concludes with
a look forward to the ultimate displays of the future, which will be able
to sense the entire 3-D visual field.

The writers of the individual chapters have been recruited from
among the top researchers in the fields of interaction technology and
information displays.  Geoff Walker from Intel gives an excellent and
comprehensive overview of touch; the way voice is employed in the
user interface receives an expert treatment by Andrew Breen and col-
leagues from Nuance; gaze tracking is clearly explained by Heiko
Drewes from Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität; and multimodal input
technologies are clearly classified by Joseph J. LaViola and co-workers
(University of Central Florida), to cite just several examples.

The topic of interactive displays is increasingly relevant to today’s
display-centric human–machine interaction paradigm.  For developers
charged with creating intuitive user interfaces, this book will provide 
a wide breadth of information.  Many of the chapters can be treated as
reviews of the state of the art in their respective fields, and the refer-
ence lists are extensive, providing the reader with a great starting point
to become familiar with any particular interaction modality that might
be focused upon.  The treatment of individual topics is a bit uneven
among chapters, with some having been written in a more concise 
and cursory way and others focusing on just a single application 
field.  Altogether, however, the reader is presented with a body of
knowledge that has been thus far missing from the literature in infor-
mation displays.

The editor, along with colleagues well known in the field of dis-
plays, Jim Larimer (ImageMetrics) and Philip Bos (Kent State Univer-
sity), conclude Interactive Displays with a section on the display
technology of the future.  This chapter describes how difficult it is to
realize a display that utilizes the plenoptic function of the visual field.
The interaction paradigms with this “display technology of the future”

are presented only with regard to the 3-D visual field.  This can hardly
be regarded as a gross omission, as such technology is the grand 
challenge of display technology, but this topic might have provided 
an opportunity to bring together the various themes of the book in a
kind of closure.  In all, however, I recommend Interactive Displays as 
a welcome addition to the SID–Wiley Series in Display Technology.
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